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About This Game

Saira is a puzzle platformer with non-linear gameplay and a whole universe for you to explore. The game is heavily influenced
by classic puzzle adventure games and uses a new unique graphical style combining high resolution photography into a lush and

mysterious world.
The eponymous Saira is a photographer who specializes in digitally capturing dangerous places and animals across the universe.
For reasons unknown, she finds herself as the only remaining person in the entire galaxy. Saira has no weapons, she will use only

her mind and agility to progress through seven star systems and over 60 well-crafted puzzles. Over two hours of originally-
scored music will help her maintain focus and unlock one of six vastly unique endings.

Over 60 well-crafted puzzels.

A universe full of surprising creatures and locations for you to explore.

11 layers of high definition parallax scrolling and a two hour soundtrack gives the universe of Saira it's unique
atmosphere.

Non-linear gameplay

Multiple endings
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Short, fun, challenging.
Need a second part :3. It's kinda like if you mixed Metroid with Myst. I like it.. Interesting little puzzle platformer. Only 4-5
hours long.. Dont remember playing it, probs really♥♥♥♥♥. I really liked it! The puzzles were varied, and the platforming was
very execution heavy, but I enjoyed figuring it out. And I got good enough at it that I could complete all the challenges. I liked
the settings, the atmosphere, and I even enjoyed the ending. I especially liked the little cut scene dreams between each
challenge.. Normally I'm all over anything involving Nifflas, but this one has some really obtuse interfaces and obnoxious
controls.. 8/10
Olen sairas.. Bing Bong, good game.. Not my cup of tea. You wander around planets hoping you photographed things you then
use to solve puzzles. There are 25 ways to go each planet and its the classic zelda "you need to right right first to get this which
you then use to backtrack and go right, once you have these 2 things you should know you need to travel to a different planet
and go right 3 areas and down left, use these on that, go back left 5 areas and so on." You have to go in a specific order and
collect things and its just no intuitive. Platforming is good but its more about randomly exploring planets with an intangible
purpose. Most of the time you don't have any idea exactly where to go or what to do. I prefer to not wander around aimlessly,
although so many derps call that "atmosphere, and beauty". I call it dumb. If what I described is for you then feel free. The
controls are also bad. 4.5/10. Not surprised its free.
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Pros:
- Stunning atmosphere
- Exceedingly difficult puzzles
- Fluid Movement
- touching story

Cons:
- Where's the second episode?. This game has such a great atmosphere to it. I have never played such a laid-back yet puzzle-
oriented and intriguing platformer. If you've played Nicklas Nygren's other games, it is similar, but even more puzzle-oriented
than his other works. As usual, the experimental soundtrack is excellent and fits the ambience of the worlds perfectly. This
game is not for everyone, but be sure to at least try the demo. It may surprise you.. Not as good as his other games, but still, it's
Nifflas. This game is pretty great. Wonderful platforming (especially with a gamepad, configuration software required), and
some really devilish puzzles. The atmosphere is beautiful, with colorful backgrounds and spacey ambient sound and music.
Developed by the creator of Knytt Stories.. A newer game that's still typical of Nifflas' work. Has a bit of everything - a world
map, platforming, some plot, puzzles that act as roadblocks, and, for some reason, the ability to take pictures. Some of the
photography and puzzle mechanics seem a bit out of place, but it's still both goergous and kind of tricky. Short, but worth it..
Saira really surprised me. I always liked Nifflas' games, but well - I dare say this is his best yet. Solid platforming, clever and
unique puzzles (often with multiple solutions), an interesting universe and story and the usually beautiful art and music.

If you're a fan of exploration-heavy games, don't hesitate to get this.. Nifflas makes some amazing platformers that rival the
quality of Super Meat Boy; get on it, homodog: DL this and Nightsky and Within a Deep Forest and the Knytt games.. very
good game. surprised it is free. ive bought many games i didnt enjoy as much as this. the game is challanging and relaxing at the
same time. i would totally wear a Saira t-shirt. for some reason it makes me think of 'beyond good and evil', because of the
taking pictures i think.
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